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Abstract

Aim: Delusions are a common symptom in schizophrenia. Some scales have been

developed to measure delusional tendencies in healthy people, and nonpathological

delusional thinking can occur even among these individuals. The existing scales measure

the presence and frequency of delusional thoughts, distress levels, and confidence

levels. However, these scales are limited because they do not consider the context of

the delusions (i.e., where, with whom, and when). In this study, we developed a new

scale that presents detailed scenes using illustrations and sentences and measures the

tendency toward delusional interpretations.

Methods: Factor analysis was conducted to confirm the factor structure of the new

scale. To examine the validity of the scale, we analyzed the correlations between

delusional tendencies and related variables and verified the consistency between the

current scale and previously developed tools.

Results: Factor analysis confirmed that the new scale has a two‐factor structure,

including “internal attribution and paranoid tendency” and “external attribution

tendency.” The new scale was found to have acceptable reliability and validity. The

internal attribution and paranoid tendency factor was negatively correlated with self‐

esteem and decentering. Furthermore, the internal attribution and paranoid tendency

factor showed a moderate positive correlation with depressive state and anxiety

tendency and a very weak positive correlation with experiences of bullying or

harassment.

Conclusion: The correlations between the new scale and related variables confirmed the

construct validity and replicated the results reported in previous studies. This new scale

enables the measurement of delusional tendencies in healthy subjects based on the

social context.
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INTRODUCTION

Delusions are defined as “fixed beliefs that are not amenable to

change in light of conflicting evidence.”1 Schizophrenia is a

psychiatric disorder that is widely known to include delusions among

its symptoms; specifically, in schizophrenia, delusions are one of the

positive symptoms.2 While research is being conducted to elucidate

the biological basis and pathophysiology of psychiatric disorders,3,4

studies have also examined the factors and mechanisms that increase

delusional interpretations. For example, projective attribution bias,

self‐targeting bias, and hasty conclusion bias are known to be barriers

to reasoning and may generate delusions.5 Regarding the associations

between delusional tendencies and other variables, both studies with

healthy subjects and with patients have reported a relationship

between self‐esteem and paranoid thinking.6–8 Clinical delusional

tendencies have also been found to be associated with bullying

experiences9,10 as well as depressive state and anxiety.10,11 Since

metacognitive interventions are sometimes used to deal with

delusions in patients with schizophrenia,12 metacognitive abilities

may also be related to delusional interpretations. In fact, self‐focus,

which is closely related to metacognition, has been reported to be

associated with paranoid thinking in healthy individuals.13

Unless an individual confesses delusional thoughts or cognitions

to others or acts on these thoughts or cognitions, it is impossible to

know whether an individual has delusional symptoms. Mild delusions

occur not only in patients with psychiatric disorders but also in

healthy subjects.14 The degree of distress, mental occupation, and

conviction of delusions are lower among healthy people than among

patients with psychiatric disorders with delusional symptoms.

However, the distribution of delusional experiences among healthy

subjects is wide and overlaps with that of patients.15 A study in Japan

found that many healthy university students experience ideation

similar to delusions; the proportion of students with such cognitions

was higher than the frequency expected by psychiatrists.16 Previous

research has also found that paranoid thinking is hierarchical, ranging

from pathological (e.g., severe threat) to relatively mild (e.g., ideas of

reference and social evaluative concerns).17

Furthermore, there exist views that classify delusions as

categories. For example, Jaspers18 proposes primary and secondary

delusions. Primary delusions, also called genuine delusions, are out of

the ordinary and unintelligible, and this type of delusion is common in

patients with schizophrenia. However, secondary delusions are

delusions induced by a person's emotions or environment and are

of the second‐order occurrence type, meaning that they are, to some

extent, understandable.

Many tools have been used to measure delusional tendencies

among healthy subjects,15,16,19 and several studies have examined

these tools. Most of the scales that measure delusional tendencies

present examples of delusions (e.g., feeling that everyone is talking

bad about you) and ask about the presence or absence of delusions,

frequency of delusions, degree of distress, and degree of certainty.

Thus, existing scales do not consider the context of the social

situation, such as other people or the situation. However, paranoid

thinking is a part of social cognitive abilities14 and occurs in situations

where there are other people. Therefore, it is important to measure

delusional tendencies while considering the context, other people,

the environment, and so on, that led up to the situation in question. It

has been pointed out that questionnaire surveys cannot reveal

whether the evaluated persecution experiences are unfounded, and

some studies have used virtual reality (VR) to present scenes.20

However, using VR equipment to measure delusional tendencies is

more difficult than clarifying the context, partner, environment, and

so on, leading up to the scene in a questionnaire.

In this study, we developed a new scale that uses the scene‐

assumption method to measure delusional tendencies by presenting

detailed information about the relationship with other people and the

scene's setting. In this study, to present scenes in more detail, scenes

were presented using illustrations in addition to sentences. To

examine the scale's validity, we analyzed the relationships between

the scale and self‐esteem, depressed mood, anxiety, past experiences

of being bullied or harassed, and decentering, one of the metacog-

nitive abilities (note that the decentering discussed in this paper is

different from Piaget's decentration). We also investigated whether

the results were consistent with those of existing scales.

METHOD

Subject

This study was conducted in two parts. Study 1 included 228

students attending Japanese universities or technical schools

(89 males, 137 females, and two others). The mean age was

20.8 years (SD = 1.75 years). Study 2 included 147 people aged

18 years and older (59 males, 86 females, and two individuals who

did not specify their gender). The mean age was 22.79 years

(SD = 2.41 years). In Study 2, which was not limited to students, 70

participants were students, and 68 were company employees or civil

servants. In both studies, subjects had to meet age requirements and

had to be able to answer the questionnaire in Japanese. We set no

exclusion criteria for mental disorders.

Measurements

In Study 1, we developed the novel Delusional Interpretation Scale to

measure delusional interpretations. This 27‐item, 7‐point tool was

developed based on previous studies.15,16,19,21,22 First, we collected

situations that could evoke paranoid thinking based on items from

existing scales. Then, we narrowed down the list to topics that

seemed to apply to healthy subjects and selected 12 items. Next, we

interviewed the healthy participants using the 12 items: we asked

whether they had ever had such experiences, asked them to describe

the situation (time, place, relationship with the other person, etc.),

and asked them to describe why they thought they had had this

experience. In addition to the 12 items, we asked participants to
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report any other episodes of paranoid thinking. Based on the

information collected from the interview, the first author, the fourth

author, and several university students majoring in clinical psychology

discussed the results. After examining content validity23–25 (such as

relevance [whether the question items are relevant to the area of

interest], comprehensiveness [whether the constructs are present],

and clarity), nine scenes were finally selected. In this scale, three

attributional interpretations (i.e., “it is my fault,” “it is the other

person's or situation's fault,” or “it is the other person's malice”) were

provided for each of the nine situations (e.g., “my friend is playing

with his/her phone during a conversation”), and participants were

asked to report the extent to which each attributional interpretation

applied to the situation. Additionally, we attempted to make it easier

for the participants to envision the situation by clearly stating the

relationship with the other person (e.g., a friend who you just met)

and the setting (e.g., having tea alone for the first time together) and

by providing illustrations.

In Study 2, the Delusional Interpretation Scale was used to

measure the tendency toward delusional interpretation, as in Study 1.

The Delusional Interpretation Scale used in Study 1 was intended for

students, and therefore, the situations presented were similar to

those that students might encounter in their daily lives, such as at

school or at their part‐time jobs. In Study 2, we modified some

instructions to broaden the target group and made slight modifica-

tions to make it easier for nonstudents to answer the questions.

Additionally, we assessed anxiety, depressed mood, self‐esteem,

experiences of being bullied or harassed, and decentering as factors

that could be related to the tendency toward delusional interpreta-

tion. The K626,27 was used to measure anxious–depressive tenden-

cies; the K6 is a 6‐item, 5‐point scale, with higher scores indicating

more severe depressive and anxious tendencies. The K6 was initially

introduced as a general distress screening measure regardless of

diagnosis for adults with “serious mental illness.”26 However, recent

large‐scale studies28 have identified that clinically significant distress

and treatment need cutoff scores and have reported that the K6 is

also clinically valuable as a brief comprehensive screening for anxiety

and depression. Thus, it was used in this study as a comprehensive

screening tool for anxiety and depression. The Self‐esteem Scale29,30

was used to measure self‐esteem. This scale is a 10‐item, 5‐point

scale, with higher scores indicating stronger self‐esteem. Experiences

of being bullied or harassed were assessed by asking participants

about the presence or absence of victimization experiences, such as

being ostracized by peers or being talked about behind their back.

The Experiences Questionnaire31,32 was used to measure decenter-

ing. The questionnaire was a 15‐item, 5‐point scale with a two‐factor

structure consisting of a decentering factor and a rumination factor.

Higher scores indicate stronger tendencies toward each factor.

Statistical analysis

We used SPSS Ver. 28 (IBM, USA) for analysis. The significance level

was set to 0.05. Factor analysis was conducted to confirm the factor

structure, and Pearson's product moment correlation analysis was

performed to examine the relationships between each variable. The

presence or absence of bullying or harassment experiences was

dummy coded, with presence = 1 and absence = 0.

Ethical considerations

The participants answered the surveys anonymously, and we clearly

stated at the beginning of the survey form that respondents could

withdraw from the study at any time, that their answers would be

processed by computer, and that they would not be personally

identified. Study 1 was conducted in compliance with the Ethical

Review Checklist for Humanities and Social Sciences Research by

Undergraduate Students of Ochanomizu University, and Study 2 was

reviewed and approved by the Humanities and Social Sciences

Research Ethics Committee of Ochanomizu University.

RESULTS

The mean total score on the Delusional Interpretation Scale was

107.4 (SD = 16.3) (Table 1). We conducted exploratory factor analysis

on the 27 items and used the maximum likelihood method. We then

performed promax rotation because we assumed that there was a

correlation between the factors (Table 2). A two‐factor structure was

determined to be optimal based on eigenvalue attenuation and

interpretability.

The items that loaded heavily on Factor I included items

interpreted as “because I did something to offend the other person”

or “because of malice toward me” in response to the other person's

behavior. These interpretations can be characterized as having strong

internal attributional tendencies and paranoid thinking. Therefore, we

named Factor I the “internal attribution and paranoid tendency

factor.” Factor II, which had a large loading, included items that were

interpreted as the reason for the partner's behavior, such as because

of the partner's personality or habits. These interpretations can be

characterized as external attributions. Therefore, we named Factor II

the “external attribution tendency factor.”

We used the sum of the scores of the subscale items as the scale

scores in our analysis. The reliability coefficient of the internal

attribution and paranoid tendency factor was α = 0.88, and that of the

external attribution tendency factor was α = 0.80 (Table 2). Thus, the

reliability of the scale was confirmed to be adequate.

We calculated correlation coefficients to assess the associations

of depressive and anxious tendencies, self‐esteem, past traumatic

experiences, and decentering with the internal attribution and

paranoid tendency factor (Table 3). The internal attribution and

paranoid tendency factor showed weak negative correlations with

self‐esteem and decentering (r = −0.28, p = 5.24 × 10‐4, and r = −0.21,

p = 1.01 × 10‐2, respectively). Furthermore, the internal attribution

and paranoid tendency factor showed a moderate positive correla-

tion with depressive and anxious tendencies (r = 0.43, p = 6.50 × 10‐8)
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and a very weak positive correlation with victimization experiences

(r = 0.18, p = 3.67 × 10‐2).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we developed a new scale that presents scenes using

illustrations, clearly states the scene setting, and clarifies the

relationship with other people. Using this scale, we examined the

relationship between delusional tendencies and various variables.

Factor analysis revealed that the Delusional Interpretation Scale had

a two‐factor structure. Each factor was found to be sufficiently

reliable. The internal attribution and paranoid tendency factor was

negatively correlated with both self‐esteem and decentering.

Furthermore, this factor showed a moderate positive correlation

with depressed mood and anxiety and a very weak positive

correlation with experiences of bullying or harassment. These

correlations confirmed construct validity of the Delusional Interpre-

tation Scale and replicated the results of existing scales.

The Delusional Interpretation Scale, which includes the internal

attribution and paranoid tendency factor and the external attribution

factor, was found to have acceptable reliability and validity. This scale

assesses the extent to which each of three attributions applies to a

particular situation. The “my fault” interpretation includes thoughts

such as “I wonder if it is because I made the other person

uncomfortable” and “I wonder if it is because I acted inappropriately.”

These interpretations can be characterized as internal attributions,

that is, attributing the other person's behavior to oneself. Interpreting

the other person's behavior as malicious is a paranoid interpretation,

and the tendency toward internal attribution and paranoid thinking

were concentrated on the same factor. Schizophrenia is a psychiatric

disorder in which delusions are a major symptom.2 Studies that

TABLE 1 Mean and standard deviation for each item.

Items Mean (SD)

1. The other person clacks his/her pen.

(1) Because I made him/her uncomfortable 2.61 (1.69)

(2) Because of the personality and quirks of the
other persona

5.91 (1.16)

(3) The other party is trying to harass me 2.49 (1.58)

2. The other person is fiddling with his/her phone
during the conversation.

(1) Because my story is boring or lacks charm 4.72 (1.72)

(2) Because of the personality and quirks of the
other persona

5.10 (1.52)

(3) The other person is sending/posting bad things
about me

1.98 (1.26)

3. I said hello and got no response.

(1) Because I did something that made him/her

uncomfortable

3.67 (1.87)

(2) Because of the other party's personality or
situationa

5.33 (1.46)

(3) Maybe the other person was mean and
ignored me

2.84 (1.63)

4. The other person is listening to me with his/her
arms crossed.

(1) Because I am saying something wrong 2.34 (1.37)

(2) Because of the personality and quirks of the
other persona

5.98 (1.15)

(3) The other party may be disrespecting me 2.33 (1.50)

5. The other person is more than 1 h late for an
appointment

(1) Because he/she doesn't feel comfortable

meeting with me.

2.72 (1.70)

(2) Because of the other person's personality or
situationa

6.01 (1.13)

(3) The other person is trying to shirk his/her
promise to me

2.76 (1.67)

6. Complaints about someone are posted on social
networking sites.

(1) Because I did something that made him/her
uncomfortable

4.52 (1.76)

(2) Because of the other person's personality or
situationa

4.86 (1.63)

(3) He/she may have posted this as a snide remark
to me.

4.64 (1.67)

7. The other person is shaking his/her leg.

(1) Because I did something that made him/her
uncomfortable

3.04 (1.69)

(2) Because of the personality and quirks of the
other persona

6.24 (1.03)

(3) Maybe he/she is doing it on purpose out of

malice toward me.

2.26 (1.31)

TABLE 1 (Continued)

Items Mean (SD)

8. The other person does not make eye contact
with me during the dinner.

(1) Because I did something that made him/her
uncomfortable

3.33 (1.80)

(2) Because of the personality and quirks of the
other persona

5.52 (1.49)

(3) Because the other person is hiding or

attempting to hide something bad

2.55 (1.54)

9. I walk into a room and everyone is suddenly quiet.

(1) Because of my own inappropriate behavior. 4.94 (1.72)

(2) Because of their personalities and

circumstancesa
4.31 (1.76)

(3) They may have been bad‐mouthing me. 4.40 (1.91)

Total 107.4 (16.26)

aExternal attribution tendency factor. Items without a symbol loaded onto
the internal attribution and paranoid tendency factor.
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TABLE 2 Results of the Delusional Interpretation Scale factor
analysis (maximum likelihood method and promax rotation).

Items Ⅰ Ⅱ

Ⅰ. Internal attribution and paranoid tendency

(α = 0.884)

6‐1:Complaints about someone are posted on
social networking sites. –Because I did
something that made him/her uncomfortable

0.742 0.236

6‐3:Complaints about someone are posted on
social networking sites. –He/she may have
posted this as a snide remark to me

0.741 0.215

3‐1:I said hello and got no response. –Because I
did something that made him/her

uncomfortable

0.623 0.007

3‐3:I said hello and got no response. –Maybe the
other person was mean and ignored me

0.606 0.038

9‐1:I walk into a room and everyone is suddenly
quiet –Because of my own inappropriate

behavior

0.585 0.137

7‐1:The other person is shaking his/her leg.
–Because I did something that made him/her
uncomfortable

0.577 −0.157

8‐1:The other person does not make eye contact
with me during the dinner –Because I did
something that made him/her uncomfortable

0.574 −0.063

9‐3:I walk into a room and everyone is suddenly
quiet –They may have been bad‐mouthing me

0.555 0.089

7‐3:The other person is shaking his/her leg.
–Maybe he/she is doing it on purpose out of
malice toward me

0.552 −0.139

4‐3:The other person is listening to me with his/
her arms crossed –Because I am saying

something wrong

0.527 −0.105

2‐3:The other person is fiddling with his/her
phone during the conversation –The other
person is sending/posting bad things

about me

0.504 −0.124

4‐1 The other person is listening to me with his/
her arms crossed –Because I am saying
something wrong

0.476 −0.179

5‐1:The other person is more than 1 h late for an

appointment –Because he/she doesn't feel
comfortable meeting with me.

0.474 −0.075

1‐3:The other person clacks his/her pen –The
other party is trying to harass me

0.457 −0.119

1‐1:The other person clacks his/her pen
–Because I made him/her uncomfortable

0.422 −0.180

8‐3:The other person does not make eye contact
with me during the dinner –Because the other
person is hiding or attempting to hide

something bad

0.418 −0.052

2‐1:The other person is fiddling with his/her
phone during the conversation –Because my
story is boring or lacks charm

0.389 0.042

TABLE 2 (Continued)

Items Ⅰ Ⅱ

5‐3:The other person is more than 1 h late for an
appointment –The other person is trying to

shirk his promise to me

0.378 0.002

Ⅱ. External attribution tendency (α = 0.800)

4‐2:The other person is listening to me with his/
her arms crossed –Because of his/her
personality and quirks

0.067 0.714

7‐2:The other person is shaking his/her leg.
–Because of the personality and quirks of the
other person

0.018 0.665

5‐2:The other person is more than 1 h late for an
appointment –Because of the other person's

personality or situation

0.119 0.626

3‐2:I said hello and got no response. ‐ Because of
the other party's personality or situation

−0.066 0.545

1‐2:The other person clacks his/her pen

–Because of the personality and quirks of the
other person

−0.088 0.519

2‐2:The other person is fiddling with his/her
phone during the conversation –Because of
the personality and quirks of the other person

0.090 0.504

8‐2:The other person does not make eye contact
with me during the dinner –Because of the
personality and quirks of the other person

−0.011 0.503

6‐2:Complaints about someone are posted on

social networking sites. ‐ Because of the other
person's personality or situation

−0.084 0.353

9‐2:I walk into a room and everyone is suddenly
quiet –Because of their personalities and
circumstances

−0.194 0.307

Interfactor correlation −0.358

TABLE 3 Correlation between the internal attribution and
paranoid tendency factor and related variables.

r p value

Self‐esteema −0.283 5.24 × 10−4

Decenteringb −0.212 1.01 × 10−2

Depression/anxietyc 0.428 6.50 × 10−8

Experiences of being bullied or harassedd 0.179 3.67 × 10−2

Note: Raw p value was shown.
aSelf‐esteem was assessed using the Self‐esteem Scale.
bDecentering was assessed using the decentering score from the

Experiences Questionnaire
cDepression/anxiety was assessed using the K6.
dThe experience of being bullied or harassed was estimated by asking
whether or not the respondent had experienced victimization, with the
dummy variable set to 1 if yes and 0 if no.
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investigated attributional tendencies in patients with schizophrenia

have found that patients have a strong tendency toward external

attribution.33,34 The results of the factor analysis in this study

contradict the results of previous research. This inconsistency may be

because what was treated as “delusional thinking” in this study is a

secondary delusion and also due to the characteristics of the sample.

A secondary delusion is a concept proposed by Jaspers18 in

conjunction with primary delusions. Primary delusions, also known

as genuine delusions, are delusions that are out of the ordinary and

unintelligible; this type of delusion is common in patients with

schizophrenia. However, secondary delusions, also called delusional

ideations, are delusions that are induced by a person's emotions and

environment and are secondarily generated, meaning that they can

be understood to some extent. Therefore, the delusions treated in

this study differ from those commonly seen in schizophrenia, which

could have resulted in findings inconsistent with previous studies.

Participants in this study were general students (Study 1) and a

general sample aged 18 years and older (Study 2). The K6 score in

this study was 8.06 (SD = 5.25), which is lower than the cutoff score

of 10 that indicated clinically significant distress and need for

treatment in the previous study.28 These sample characteristics also

likely led to inconsistencies with the findings of studies in patients

with schizophrenia.

“The external attribution tendency factor” was negatively

correlated with the “internal attribution factor and the paranoid

tendency factor.” The items included in this study as external

attribution tendency factors were all “external situation attribution”

items. We set up this item as an attribution of “the other person has

their own circumstances” as opposed to an attribution of self‐blame.

Therefore, although this item is an external attribution, it is an

attribution style that can be appropriately attributed to the

environment or situation, rather than blame others in an other‐

punitive way. In other words, being able to attribute to external

circumstances to an appropriate degree may be associated with a

tendency to be less delusional.

Correlation analysis showed that the internal attribution and

paranoid tendency factor was weakly negatively correlated with self‐

esteem and decentering. This suggests that people with higher self‐

esteem and those who are more likely to engage in decentering are

less likely to experience paranoid thinking. The relationship between

self‐esteem and paranoid thinking has been discussed since the

1970s6 and has been reported in numerous studies.7,8 The results of

the present study support this relationship. Recently, cognitive

interventions, such as metacognitive training, have been used as

interventions for patients’ delusions in patients with schizophrenia.

These interventions are based on the claim that metacognition,

including the acquisition of another person's perspective, is necessary

to overcome patients’ delusions.12,35,36 Decentering, which is a

metacognitive ability, is a state in which thoughts and emotions are

recognized as temporary events that occur in the mind.37 Decenter-

ing has been thought to play an important role in mental health.38

Consistent with previous studies, the results of the present study

suggest that improving metacognition leads to a reduction in

delusional interpretations. Previous studies of metacognitive training

in healthy subjects have also reported that training reduced

participants’ increased anxiety and improved their self‐esteem.39

The relationship between self‐esteem and delusional tendencies has

already been confirmed in both patients and healthy subjects,7,8,13,40

and the present study supports this. It is possible that interventions

aimed at enhancing both metacognition and self‐esteem may be

useful in overcoming delusional interpretations.

Furthermore, the internal attribution and paranoid tendency

factor was positively correlated with depressive and anxious

tendencies as well as with experiences of being bullied or harassed.

This suggests that people who tend to be depressed or anxious are

more likely to experience paranoid thinking. There have been

numerous studies on the association between depressed mood and

paranoid thinking in both healthy subjects and patients,11,13,41,42 and

the results of the present study support this association. Additionally,

it was found that those who had experiences of harassment or

bullying were more likely to experience paranoid thinking. Previous

studies have reported that negative social experiences, such as being

bullied, lead to paranoid experiences,9,10 and the results of the

present study support this finding. Regarding the association

between persecution experiences and delusions, it has been

suggested that the experience of being persecuted may induce

delusions, while patients with persecutory delusions may selectively

focus their attention on information about threats, which may

promote delusional ideation.43 Since the current study did not

examine causal relationships, the results should be interpreted with

caution.

LIMITATIONS

This study used a one‐shot design and does not address causal

relations. Furthermore, only construct validity could be measured

herein; convergent validity was not assessed herein but should be

examined in future studies. Furthermore, the internal and external

attributions addressed in this study were only external situational and

internal personal attributions. In future studies, we expect to develop

a scale that includes internal situational and external personal

attribution. The subjects in the present study answer how they

would feel in imagined situations. In many psychological experiments,

subjects imagining a situation and those brought into the actual

situation show different responses. The experimental method used in

this study, the scene‐assumption method, also has limitations.

CONCLUSION

In this study, the Delusional Interpretation Scale was developed to

measure delusional tendencies among healthy subjects. To control

stimuli in the scene‐assumption method, the scene setting and the

relationships among characters were specified in the presented

scenes, and scenes were visually presented using illustrations.
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The results of factor analysis and correlation analysis confirmed the

reliability and validity of the scale. This scale enables the measure-

ment of delusional tendencies in healthy subjects based on the social

context.
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